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1 Introduction and overview

Many of the recent advances in our understanding of and ability to compute scattering
amplitudes in quantum field theory have relied on the simple — yet surprisingly powerful
— idea of separating the two problems of constructing the loop integrand from carrying
out loop integration. Indeed, in the case of the planar limit of maximally supersymmetric
(N = 4) Yang-Mills theory (sYM), the loop integrand is a perfectly well-defined rational
function which can be constructed from knowledge of its residues. More broadly, the
systematic development of computational tools to determine the all-loop integrand has been
a continuous source of insight into the unanticipated simplicity of an increasingly large class
of field theories. In particular, investigating the structure of the loop integrand in planar
sYM led to the discoveries of dual-conformal symmetry [1–3], tree- and loop-level recursion
relations [4–7], connections to Grassmannian geometry [8–11], and the development of
generalized [12–22] and prescriptive [23–31] unitarity.

Despite the significant advances made in representing loop integrands, the problem of
loop integration remains an exceedingly difficult one. In particular, the issues of regulariza-
tion and renormalization seem unavoidable intermediate requirements of the computation
of most observable and related quantities. Particularly relevant to the case of planar sYM
is the fact that the scattering amplitudes themselves (as for any theory with massless par-
ticles) are infrared (IR) divergent and require regularization. While it is not a priori clear
how much of the simplicity of loop integrands remains post-integration, there exists an
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impressive body of evidence that certain infrared-safe quantities do in fact preserve many
integrand-level properties (such as dual-conformal invariance). These include the remain-
der function [20, 32–35], defined as the ratio of the maximally-helicity-violating (MHV)
amplitude and the Bern-Dixon-Smirnov (BDS) ansatz, as well as the ratio function [3],
which is the ratio of the NkMHV amplitude to the MHV amplitude.

In practice, computing finite quantities such as the ratio function has required the
explicit cancellation of infrared divergences among different loop orders. However, the dif-
ficulties of direct integration of multi-loop integrands has thus far prevented this approach
from seriously competing with bootstrap methods [36–47], for example, which sidestep
both the loop integrand and integration issues entirely and have been used to determine
the remainder and ratio functions to impressively high loop orders. Despite these remark-
able achievements, these methods are limited in their applicability; in particular, they have
little to say regarding transcendental functions which are known [31, 48–51] to be required
at two loops and beyond (for large enough multiplicities).

Although the ratio function is defined at a given loop order as a combination of (prod-
ucts of) divergent amplitudes, one may ask if it is possible to do better at the integrand-
level. Namely, can the ratio function be represented in terms of individually, infrared-finite
integrals, eliminating the need for any regularization? At one loop, at least, the answer
is a positive one: the basis described in [23] and the work of [24] demonstrate that all
infrared finite quantities in sYM can be represented directly in terms of individually, lo-
cally finite integrals. In this work, we provide a non-constructive affirmative answer to this
question at two loops by demonstrating the cancellation of all infrared divergent regions
at the integrand-level. Along the way, we use the correspondence between collinear and
soft regions of loop momentum space and infrared divergences to introduce the notion of
the ‘local finiteness’ of a two-loop integral, which can be diagnosed by simple tests at the
integrand-level. This classification of infrared behavior should prove useful in the construc-
tion of manifestly finite integrals, which have already proven to be invaluable in a variety
of contexts [8, 23, 25, 28, 29, 52–58].

As described in greater detail in this work, checking the infrared local finiteness of a
two loop integrand is a simple test involving the region in loop momentum space where
both loops are collinear to massless external momenta. If an integrand has support on
collinear and/or soft-collinear residues, it necessarily generates infrared divergences upon
carrying out the loop integration. This statement is entirely independent of both the
external kinematics (provided they are generic) and whether the signature is Euclidean
or Minkowski. Furthermore, because the ratio function is a unique, well-defined function
of dual momentum coordinates at the integrand-level, the local finiteness criterion we
introduce does not depend on using any particular representation of it. Nevertheless,
we find the representation of [25] in terms of ‘merger’ integrands a useful starting point,
primarily because it is both better behaved in the IR than a generic representation and
because leads to terms whose divergences are easy to collect (and subsequently cancel).
We wish to emphasize, however, that the proof in this paper implies the local finiteness of
the ratio function in any representation.
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1.1 Organization and outline

In this work we examine the infrared behavior of the two-loop ratio function, at the
integrand-level in planar, maximally supersymmetric (N = 4) Yang-Mills theory (sYM)
and show that it (the ratio function) is locally finite. Starting from the local representa-
tions of all planar N = 4 two-loop integrands as introduced in [25], we demonstrate how
the divergences associated with particular collinear and soft-collinear regions of loop mo-
mentum space cancel at the integrand-level in the ratio function. In the representation
of the ratio function given in [25], the not-yet-manifestly-finite part is cleanly separated
into two terms (both of which are built out of the ‘merge’ operation which we review in
subsection 2.2); namely, the mergers of the finite parts of the NkMHV and MHV one-loop
integrands, which we refer to by the shorthand ‘NkMHV×MHV’ and ‘MHV×MHV’. The
two kinds of cancellations which arise can be understood either as grouping of terms into
BCFW recursions of the sets, or as residue theorems on particular sub-leading singularities.

This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the notion of the ‘local’
finiteness of a loop integrand, and contrast this with the weaker notion of being merely (or
‘spuriously’) finite in some particular regularization scheme. We call integrands ‘spuriously’
finite if their finiteness is regularization-scheme-dependent. In section 2 we classify all pos-
sible locally-divergent regions of loop momentum space responsible for infrared divergences
at two loops, and enumerate every potentially-divergent merge-generated integrand rele-
vant for the ratio function in planar sYM. In section 3, after reviewing the less-divergent
representation of the two-loop integrand in [25] we use the classification of divergences to
demonstrate the cancellation of every local divergence in the two-loop ratio function, thus
demonstrating its local finiteness. Finally, we summarize the main implications of this
work and provide some potentially interesting avenues for future research.

2 Actual (‘local’) finiteness vs. ‘Spurious’ finiteness

2.1 Examples of spurious finiteness at one and two loops

The infrared singularities of loop amplitudes involving massless particles can be diagnosed
by examining the behavior of integrands in the collinear region: where a loop momentum
becomes proportional to a massless external particle’s momentum, ` ∝ pa, with p2

a=0. This
co-dimension three configuration corresponds to a composite residue and is associated with
the following on-shell function:

. (2.1)

The collinear region has a simple description in the dual momentum co-ordinates xa, which
trivialize momentum conservation through the definition pa =:xa+1−xa. The inverse prop-
agators are given in dual co-ordinates as

(a|b) := (xa − xb)2 = (pa + . . .+ pb−1)2, (̀ i|a) := (x`i − xa)2, (̀ i|`j) := (x`i − x`j )2, (2.2)
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where the x`i are the dual points associated to the loop momenta `i. In these variables,
the collinear region of loop momentum space (at one loop) associated with the on-shell
function (2.1) can be approached as follows. First, one cuts either (̀ |a) = 0 or (̀ |a+1) = 0,
upon which the other propagator factorizes into two pieces; cutting both of these factors
(at co-dimension two) corresponds to the collinear residue. To be slightly more explicit, if
we identify the loop momentum flowing into the leg a as `, then on the support of `2 = 0
we can write ` =:λ`λ̃` in terms of spinor helicity variables; in terms of these, the second
inverse propagator becomes (`+a)2 → 〈` a〉[` a]. The collinear region is where both of these
factors vanish, which sets ` ∝ pa. In this work, it will be useful to express this condition in
terms of dual momenta, where the aforementioned collinear configuration associated with
leg a can be parametrized as

` = αxa + (1− α)xa+1 , (2.3)

where α is the single remaining degree of freedom in the loop momentum on this triple-
cut. Any one-loop integral whose integrand has support on such a co-dimension three
residue inescapably requires regularization to evaluate, and will generically yield at least
1/ε, log(m2) [59] or log(δ) divergences in the dimensional-regularization (see e.g. [60–62]),
mass-(or ‘Higgs’-)regularization (see e.g. [59]) and conformal-regularization [24] schemes,
respectively.

The so-called ‘soft-collinear’ regions correspond to co-dimension four residues where
the loop momentum is collinear to consecutive massless momenta (or, equivalently, the
dual loop momentum is coincident with a dual momentum coordinate), and corresponds
to the following on-shell function:

. (2.4)

In the parametrization of (2.3), the soft-collinear singularities where ` = xa or ` = xa+1
correspond to poles at the locations α → 1 and α → 0, respectively. An integrand with
support on a soft-collinear residue will generically yield 1/ε2, log2(m2) or log2(δ) diver-
gences upon integration in the dimensional-regularization, mass-regularization and dual-
conformal-regularization schemes, respectively. To be clear, throughout this work, the
statement that an integral is ‘logk(δ)-divergent’ should be understood to refer to the high-
est degree of divergence present in the integrated result. Of course, generically logk(δ)-
divergent integrals will also have sub-leading divergences.

Because the one-loop collinear region is parity-invariant, this yields a simple criterion
to test the convergence of a one-loop integral: multiply the integrand by two adjacent
propagators, and check if the result vanishes when evaluated in the collinear region (2.3).
In accordance with [24], we define a truly-convergent or ‘locally finite’ one-loop integral
to be one whose integrand vanishes in every collinear region. Constructing locally finite
one-loop integrands is especially simple using the ‘chiral’ numerators described at length
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in e.g. [24, 28]. In fact, the ‘chiral octagons’ introduced in [23] can be used to make the
infrared structure of any one-loop object completely manifest, as they naturally separate
into manifestly locally finite and divergent terms — and no (non-vanishing) combination
of divergent integrands is convergent.

Our definition of local finiteness is to be contrasted with the weaker requirement of
being merely (i.e. ‘spuriously’) finite in a particular regularization scheme. The existence
of spuriously-finite integrals at one-loop have been well-studied in the literature, where
the existence of dual-conformal symmetry was used as a proxy for local (actual, scheme-
independent) finiteness (see e.g. [53, 63, 64] for examples of combinations of one-loop box
integrals that are spuriously finite in dimensional regularization). A spuriously finite com-
bination of one loop integrals is easier to find for the conformal regulator; for example, the
following sum of four unit-normalized scalar box integrals (according to the conventions
appearing in e.g. [53, 63, 64]):

Ispurious :=

23
6

7 1

−

67
3

4 5

+

23

4
5 6

1

−

34

5
7 1

2

. (2.5)

With the conformal regulator, this combination of divergent boxes happens to be finite:

Iδspurious = −1
2 log

((1|3)(4|6)
(1|4)(3|6)

)
log
((3|5)(2|6)(1|4)

(3|6)(2|4)(1|5)

)
+O(δ) ; (2.6)

the fact that this combination is not truly finite is clear from its dimensionally-regulated
expression:

Idim-reg
spurious = −1

ε

[
log
((1|4)(2|6)(3|7)(4|6)(5|7)

(1|3)(1|5)(2|7)(3|6)(4|7)

)
+ 1

2 log
((1|5)(3|5)(4|6)

(1|3)(2|4)(2|6)

)]
+O(ε0) . (2.7)

This reflects the fact that this combination of boxes does not satisfy the local finiteness cri-
terion given above, as can be seen by noting that e.g. only the first box in (2.5) has support
in the collinear region associated with leg 1. The observation that a particular combination
of integrals is finite in some regularization scheme is not particularly meaningful.

The extension to two loops is relatively straightforward: infrared divergences are asso-
ciated with regions of loop momentum space where one or both loop momenta are collinear
to massless external momenta, with the most divergent regions corresponding to additional
soft-collinear singularities. A locally finite two-loop integrand must vanish in every collinear
region of the form

`1 = αxa + (1− α)xa+1, `2 = β xb + (1− β)xb+1. (2.8)

We will use the shorthand that a loop momentum in the collinear region associated with leg
a satisfies `i ∈ coll(a). The maximal degrees of divergence associated to particular collinear
and soft-collinear residues follow almost trivially from the above one-loop discussion. When
the two loops are sent to different collinear regions, i.e. a 6= b, non-zero residues associated
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to double-soft-collinear singularities lead to log4(δ) or ‘one-loop square’ divergences in the
integrated result. An example of an integrand (which is not relevant for the representation
of the ratio function we consider below) with a log4(δ) divergence associated to the double-
soft-collinear singularity where `1 = x1, `2 = x4 is the scalar double-box

56

1 2 3

4

. (2.9)

Indeed, it may be readily verified that this integral is log4(δ)-divergent in the conformal-
regularization scheme [65]. If one of the corners of this topology were to be massive as in

5 4

1 2 3

6
7

, (2.10)

then the most divergent configuration would send just one loop soft-collinear, `2 = x3,
with `1 taken in the collinear region associated with leg 1. This integral would therefore
be log3(δ)-divergent; adding another mass to one of the massless corners on the right loop
would reduce the maximal degree of divergence to log2(δ), and so-on.

Sub-leading log2(δ) and log(δ) divergences are also associated with a special ‘overlap-
ping’ collinear region where in (2.8) we set a=b — where both loops are collinear with the
same massless external leg. In fact, in the ‘almost finite’ representation of the two-loop
ratio function of [25], which we review in more detail in section 3.1, it turns out that such
overlapping collinear regions directly correspond to the only remaining local divergences.

The overlapping region is qualitatively distinct from the generic case because, on the
support of the composite cut (̀ 1|a) = (̀ 1|a+1) = (̀ 2|a) = (̀ 2|a+1) = 0, the internal
propagator vanishes as well, as (̀ 1|`2) ∼ (a|a+1) = 0. Because of this, double- and single-
soft-collinear singularities are associated with log2(δ) and log(δ) divergences, respectively.

2.2 Classification of local divergences of ‘merger’ integrands

The representation of the two-loop ratio function given in [25] — reviewed below near (3.11)
— is written in terms of ‘mergers’ of specific one-loop integrands involving the point at
infinity, denoted ‘X’, in dual momentum space. The merge operation was defined in [25]
for two X-dependent chiral boxes as

IL(̀ 1|X)⊗IR(̀ 2|X) :=
[
I ′L(`1)(NL|X)

(̀ 1|X)

]
⊗
[
I ′R(`2)(NR|X)

(̀ 2|X)

]
:= I ′L(`1)(NL|NR)

(̀ 1|`2)
I ′R(`2) ,

(2.11)
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where (implicit) symmetrization with respect to loop-momentum labels ensures the merge
operation is itself symmetric. To organize the cancellation of infrared singularities in the
two-loop ratio function, it suffices to identify the location of all possible divergences in the
merger of two (arbitrary) chiral boxes, Iia,b,c,d(`1, X)⊗Ije,f,g,h(`2, X). By construction, every
chiral box integrand is ‘one-loop finite’ in the sense of section 2.1. Thus, every merger of
two such integrands will trivially vanish when the two loops go to distinct collinear regions,
e.g. `1 ∈ coll(a) and `2 ∈ coll(b), for a 6= b. The remaining divergent regions are those
when both loops go to the same collinear region, `1, `2 ∈ coll(a). Clearly, in order for an
integrand to have support on this co-dimension-six residue, it must have (at least) one
massless corner where leg a sits, for both loops. We shall find a graphical representation
of the merger integrands, where the chirality of each box can be labeled by coloring its
three-point vertices either white (for MHV) or blue (for MHV), to be particularly useful
for keeping track of potential sources of divergence. Noting that the merger of two boxes
of the same chirality involving the same massless legs is either finite or entirely vanishing,
we may write the potentially divergent mergers as all integrands of the form,

a

⊗
a

(2.12)

where, throughout this work, we use a ‘dashed’ wedge to indicate an arbitrary leg range,
that is, either massless or massive (but not empty), to include all necessary degenerations.
Strictly massive legs, on the other hand, will be drawn with a solid wedge, while strictly
massless legs will be drawn with a single leg, as has been done already in e.g. (2.5) and (2.10)
above. Let us consider each possible leg distribution in (2.12) and locate all sources of
infrared divergences.

The generic merger of two three-mass boxes which share a massless leg a does not arise
in the ratio function because of the familiar fact that the MHV integrand contains only one-
mass and two-mass easy boxes. As a consequence, every merger arising in the ratio function
involves a factor of (at least) a one-mass or two-mass easy chiral box integrand. Neverthe-
less, although they are not relevant to the ratio function, a simple application of the above
classification allows us to note that the merger of two three-mass boxes is indeed log(δ)-
divergent — with non-vanishing support on the co-dimension six residue `1, `2 ∈ coll(a), i.e.

(2.13)

Of course, this integrand has support on the additional cuts where we localize `1, `2 com-
pletely by cutting additional propagators. However, these do not correspond to soft sin-
gularities, and as such do not lead to enhanced divergences in the integrated result. In
general, we refer to such co-dimension eight residues accessible from the doubly-collinear
region as collinear-but-not-soft. In fact, mergers involving three and two-mass-easy boxes
— in which there are no consecutive massless legs — are also free of any soft singularities,
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and fit into the same classification according to infrared structure. As such, we may write
this class of mergers succinctly as

collinear-but-not-soft log(δ):

a

⊗
a

. (2.14)

The next class of mergers involves a three- and two-mass-hard box (as well as degen-
erations). Any merger with (at least) one box with two consecutive massless legs allows
access to the soft-collinear singularity in the corresponding loop variable. Single-soft-
collinear singularities generate log(δ) divergences upon integration, and all relevant cases
can be grouped as the following (including degenerations):

soft-collinear log(δ):

a

⊗
a

,

a

⊗
a

. (2.15)

Finally, there are those mergers with consecutive massless legs in both boxes. These
mergers have support on double-soft-collinear singularities, and lead to log2(δ) divergences
upon integration:

double-soft-collinear log2(δ):

a

⊗
a

. (2.16)

To be clear, both terms appearing above include one-mass and two-mass easy configurations
— arising when the dashed ranges of legs are massless.

In section 3.3 we will make use of this classification to organize contributions to and
confirm the cancellation of all local divergences in the two-loop ratio function of planar
sYM.

3 Local-finiteness of the two-loop ratio function in sYM

3.1 A nearly-finite representation of the two-loop ratio function

To examine the local finiteness of the two-loop ratio function in planar sYM, the local
integrand-level representations for all one and two-loop amplitudes introduced in [25] — and
implemented in the attached Mathematica package ‘two_loop_amplitudes’ (see also [24,
66, 67]) — are a particularly good starting point as they make the infrared structure of the
amplitude building blocks entirely manifest. By tailoring a basis of integrands to match
a minimal set of independent on-shell data sufficient to fix the full amplitude integrand,
the one- and two-loop amplitudes admit convenient separations into manifestly finite and
divergent parts. At one loop, the chiral box expansion reads [24]:

A(k),1
n =

=: A(k),1
n,fin︷ ︸︸ ︷∑

a,b,c,d

(
f1
a,b,c,dI1

a,b,c,d +f2
a,b,c,dI2

a,b,c,d

)
+

=: A(k),1
n,div︷ ︸︸ ︷

A(k),0
n Idiv , (3.1)

– 8 –
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where: A(k),L
n denotes the L-loop n-point NkMHV amplitude; f ia,b,c,d denote the famil-

iar ‘quadruple-cut’ on-shell functions associated with the two co-dimension four residues
putting four propagators on-shell,

(̀ |a) = (̀ |b) = (̀ |c) = (̀ |d) = 0 ⇔ f ia,b,c,d := i

a

d
c

b

; (3.2)

and the integrands Iia,b,c,d are chiral boxes, given schematically as

Iia,b,c,d := i

a

d
c

b

⇔ (̀ |N i)(Y i|X)
(̀ |a)(̀ |b)(̀ |c)(̀ |d)(̀ |X) , (3.3)

which are designed to have support on one of the associated quadruple cuts and vanish
on the other, and where X := x∞ is the point at infinity in (dual) loop momentum space.
Explicit expressions for these integrands given in terms of momentum twistors may be
found in [25], though their explicit form will not be needed here. Finally, the divergent
part of one loop amplitudes is obtained by matching term-by-term all composite leading
singularities with the corresponding integrands Ia(X),

A(k),0
n = ⇔ Ia(X) := (X|a)(a−1|a+1)

(̀ |a−1)(̀ |a)(̀ |a+1)(̀ |X) , and Idiv :=
∑
a

Ia(X) . (3.4)

In the expansion (3.1), each chiral box integrand is dressed with the appropriate NkMHV
on-shell function. Because the colors and labels of an integrand and its associated on-shell
function coefficient are identical, we shall find convenient a diagrammatic notation which
combines both the on-shell function and the chiral box integrand multiplying it in (3.1)
into a single figure using spherical (colored — to indicate NkMHV degree) vertices:

i

a

d
c

b

:= i

a

d
c

b

× i

a

d
c

b

. (3.5)

As usual, we shall use blue (white) vertices to indicate both the respective MHV (MHV)
amplitudes in the on-shell function and the corresponding quad-cut solution on which the
integrand has support. As an example, this notation allows us to write the MHV one-
loop amplitude integrand as a sum of two-mass-easy boxes (with one-mass degenerations
included in the sum):

A(0),1
n =

∑
a<b

b

a

+A(0),0
n Idiv . (3.6)
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(Of course, for MHV amplitudes this notation is entirely unnecessary, for the simple rea-
son that every on-shell function in this case is equal to the tree-level amplitude, i.e. in
momentum twistor space A(0),0

n = 1.)
The ratio function is defined as the ratio of the NkMHV and MHV amplitudes, which

we may expand perturbatively in a := g2Nc/(8π2),

R(k)
n := A

(k)
n

A(0)
n

= A
(k),0
n + aA(k),1

n + a2A(k),2
n + · · ·

A(0),0
n + aA(0),1

n + a2A(0),2
n + · · ·

=:R(k),0
n + aR(k),1

n + a2R(k),2
n + · · · . (3.7)

Because the divergent piece of (3.1) is universal, this representation trivially yields a man-
ifestly, locally-finite representation of the one-loop ratio function,

R(k),1
n =

[
A(k),1
n

]
−A(k),0

n

[
A(0),1
n

]
,

=
[
A(k),1
n,fin +A(k),0

n Idiv
]
−A(k),0

n

[
A(0),1
n,fin +A(0),0

n Idiv
]
,

= A(k),1
n,fin −A

(k),0
n A(0),1

n,fin .

(3.8)

At two loops, there is a similar separation of finite and divergent pieces,

A(k),2
n := A(k),2

n,fin +A(k),2
n,div , with A(k),2

n,div := A
(k),1
n,fin⊗Idiv+A(k),0

n

1
2
(
Idiv⊗Idiv

)
(3.9)

where we have written the divergent part of the amplitude in terms of the ‘merge’ operation
introduced above. (For a more thorough discussion of the finite part of the amplitude,
see [25].) The two-loop ratio function is then defined as

R(k),2
n := A(k),2

n −A(k),1
n ×A(0),1

n −A(k),0
n ×

(
A(0),2
n −A(0),1

n ×A(0),1
n

)
. (3.10)

Substituting the integrand-level expressions (3.9) and (3.1), using the fact that in mo-
mentum twistor space, A(0),0

n = 1, and the convenient fact proven in [25] that (for entire
amplitude integrands) A(k1),1

n ×A(k2),1
n = A(k1),1

n ⊗A(k2),1
n , we immediately obtain an ‘almost

finite’ representation of the two-loop ratio function:

R(k),2
n =

[
A(k),2
n

]
−
[
A(k),1
n ×A(0),1

n

]
−A(k),0

n

[
A(0),2
n −A(0),1

n ×A(0),1
n

]
=

[
A(k),2
n

]
−
[
A(k),1
n ⊗A(0),1

n

]
−A(k),0

n

[
A(0),2
n −A(0),1

n ⊗A(0),1
n

]
=

[
A(k),2
n,fin +A(k),1

n,fin⊗Idiv+
1
2A

(k),0
n Idiv⊗Idiv

]
−
[(
A(k),1
n,fin +A(k),0

n Idiv
)
⊗
(
A(0),1
n,fin +Idiv

)]
−A(k),0

n

[
A(0),2
n,fin +A(0),1

n,fin⊗Idiv+
1
2Idiv⊗Idiv−

(
A(0),1
n,fin +Idiv

)
⊗
(
A(0),1
n,fin +Idiv

)]
= A(k),2

n,fin −A
(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin −A
(k),0
n

(
A(0),2
n,fin −A

(0),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin

)
.

(3.11)

While the merger of two ‘one-loop finite’ integrands does not, in general, yield an integrand
which is locally finite at two loops, the locations of all remaining divergences are essentially
trivial to identify: such an integrand can only have support on the overlapping regions
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where both loop momenta are collinear with the same massless particle. To demonstrate
the local finiteness of the ratio function, we must show that all such overlapping collinear
divergences present in the two terms

[
A(k),0
n A(0),1

n,fin⊗A(0),1
n,fin

]
−
[
A(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin

]
cancel.

It is worth noting that, because the ratio function is defined in terms of products
of lower-loop amplitudes, it is not generally expressible in terms of local Feynman inte-
grands (although, clearly, it is expressible in terms of products thereof). This means, in
particular that the ratio function should not satisfy Steinmann relations, or other aspects
of integrated, local Feynman integrals. However, it is worth mentioning that for some
multiplicities and NkMHV degrees, modified ratio functions have been defined which can
satisfy these properties (see e.g. [40, 42, 43, 68]). Our work here deals directly with the
traditional, perturbative definition of the ratio function given in (3.7), and does not depend
on or require any modifications.

3.2 The local divergence of the MHV×MHV contribution

To demonstrate the cancellation of all overlapping collinear divergences appearing term-by-
term in the representation of the two-loop ratio function (3.11), it is useful to examine the
divergent part of the MHV×MHV contribution separately first. The one-loop, finite part
of the MHV amplitude integrand A(0),1

n is a sum of two-mass easy boxes (and one-mass
degenerations) as shown in (3.6). Consider the local divergence associated with, say, leg a,
and the corresponding collinear region where the loop momenta are parametrized as

`1 = αxa + (1− α)xa+1, `2 = β xa + (1− β)xa+1 . (3.12)

The only mergers appearing in A(0),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin with support in this region involve a massless
leg a in both the left and right boxes; that is, both must be one of the following chiral box
integrands:

a

or

a

. (3.13)

The merger of one or two-mass easy boxes of the same chirality with a shared massless
leg always vanishes. This can be understood directly from the definition of the merge
operation (2.11), where in the one and two-mass easy cases the X-dependent pieces, (NL|X)
and (NR|X), are independent of the loop momentum and such that (NL|NR) = 0, as can
be immediately verified from e.g. the momentum twistor representations given in [25]. This
implies that the full MHV×MHV divergence arising from the collinear region associated
with leg a can be written as

A(0),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin⊃2
∑
b

a

⊗
b

a

(3.14)

In fact, the local divergence is even simpler than the representation (3.14) suggests. If we
consider the residue associated with setting (̀ i|b) → 0, where b is generic, there are two
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contributing terms in (3.14) which cancel pairwise:

Res
`1,`2∈coll(a)

(̀ i|b)=0

A(0),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin = 2 ⊗

b

a

+
b a = 0 . (3.15)

The same pairwise cancellation works out for every collinear-but-not-soft pole. As a con-
sequence, the residue (3.14) in the collinear region is purely double-soft-collinear, and in
terms of the parametrization (3.12) can be written as a two-form in α, β,

Res
`1,`2∈coll(a)

A(0),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin = 2 dα dβ
α(α− 1)β(β − 1) . (3.16)

This implies that in the two-loop ratio function, all local divergences that are not of the
double-soft-collinear type must cancel amongst the NkMHV×MHV terms themselves.

3.3 Cancellation of all local divergences in the ratio function

The remaining divergent terms in the representation of the ratio function given in (3.11) are
written in terms of the mergers of the finite parts of NkMHV and MHV one-loop integrands.
Every potentially divergent merger was classified in subsection 2.2, so we may organize
the divergent contributions which must cancel according to the three classes of divergent
integrands introduced there. From the result of the previous subsection, it remains to show
that the double-soft-collinear log2(δ) divergences in NkMHV×MHV combine to give twice
the tree amplitude, while all other local divergences — those associated with soft-collinear
and collinear-but-not-soft singularities — cancel separately.

3.3.1 Soft-collinear log2(δ)-divergent regions

Let us consider the double-soft-collinear singularity where `1 = `2 = xa. From the gen-
eral classification of subsection 2.2, every non-zero merger with two consecutive massless
legs a−1, a in both left and right boxes appearing in the ratio function have these diver-
gences. For the MHV×MHV part of the ratio function, there is a single such merger (which
contributes with multiplicity two),

Res
`1,`2=xa

A(k),0
n A(0),1

n,fin⊗A(0),1
n,fin = 2A(k),0

n ×

a

⊗
a

= 2A(k),0
n . (3.17)

Alternatively, this follows from the residue of the MHV×MHV mergers on the full hexa-
cut surface (3.16). For the NkMHV×MHV terms, there are six merger topologies of the
general form (2.16). Adopting the convention that every NkMHV box is drawn on the
left-hand-side of the merger symbol ⊗, the integrands with this local divergence may be
written as

a

⊗
a

,

a

⊗
a

. (3.18)
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Conveniently, we may group the terms in the NkMHV×MHV part of the ratio function
with support on the double-soft-collinear residue `1 = `2 = xa into two ‘BCFW’ sets [4]
according to:

Res
`1=xa
`2=xa

A(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin =
(

a

+

a

+
∑

a

)
⊗

a

+
(
a

+

a

+
∑

a

)
⊗

a

.

(3.19)

As each integrand merger in this expression is unit on the double-soft-collinear singularity
`1 = `2 = xa, each factor in parentheses in (3.19) becomes a particular BCFW recursion
of the NkMHV tree amplitude, combining to give exactly a total contribution of −2A(k),0

n

to the ratio function; this precisely cancels against the ‘MHV×MHV’ contribution (3.17).
The above argument was for the double-soft-collinear singularity where `1 = `2 = xa.

The local divergence associated with the double-soft-collinear singularity where the loops
approach different dual points, e.g. `1 = xa and `2 = xa+1, cancels by an analogous grouping
of the relevant integrands into BFCW sets.

3.3.2 Soft-collinear log(δ)-divergent regions

The cancellation of the log(δ) divergences associated with a single-soft-collinear singularity
is, by the general arguments above, among the NkMHV×MHV terms themselves. The set
of mergers with single-soft-collinear divergences was given in (2.15); however, to organize
their cancellation, it is useful to consider the subset of these mergers which have support
on a co-dimension eight residue where one loop is soft-collinear, e.g. `i → xa, while the
other loop is collinear and cuts a non-adjacent propagator, `j ∈ coll(a) and (̀ j|b) → 0.
Concretely, we may parametrize the on-shell loop momenta in this case as

`i = xa, `j = β? xa + (1− β?)xa+1 , (3.20)

where β? is the (unique) solution to (̀ j|b) = 0, whose explicit form is not important for
our discussion. The cancellation of single-soft-collinear divergences in the ratio function is
equivalent to the statement that all such co-dimension eight residues vanish.

There are two kinds of cancellations we must consider, depending on which loop goes
soft-collinear. If we consider the divergence associated with sending the NkMHV loop to the
soft-collinear point xa+1 and ‘collecting’ on the pole associated with the dual momentum
xb, there are exactly two mergers involving the same NkMHV chiral box (and associated
on-shell function) which cancel pairwise:

Res
`1=xa

`2∈coll(a)
(̀ 2|b)=0

A(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin⊃

a

⊗

b

a

+

b

a = 0 . (3.21)
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On the other hand, if we consider going soft-collinear in the MHV loop and collect on
poles in the NkMHV boxes, it is easy to see the cancellation cannot (generically) be pairwise
for the simple reason that there are no two-term identities between distinct NkMHV one-
loop on-shell functions. Instead, the cancellation of local divergences arises as a particular
instance of Cauchy’s residue theorem [27, 69]. To illustrate this explicitly, let us first
consider the terms in the ratio function involving NkMHV boxes whose on-shell coefficients
include a white massless vertex with leg a. Schematically, the contributing terms read

Res
`2=xa

`1∈coll(a)
(̀ 1|b)=0

A(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin⊃
(b a

+

b

a

+
b a

(3.22)

+

b

a

+

a

b

+
b a)

⊗
a

.

This expression should be understood as being summed over all the possible leg distribu-
tions on the four- or higher-point vertices. It may be immediately verified using e.g. the
tools found in [24] that, for any given choice of helicity degree k, the particular sum of on-
shell functions appearing in the NkMHV side of (3.22) vanishes when the appropriate signs
from a residues of the cut integrands are taken into account. In fact, the necessary identity
can be directly understood as the residue theorem associated with the boundaries of the
chiral two-mass triangle sub-leading singularity in sYM. Namely, letting ‘∂[·]’ denote the
set of all maximal co-dimension residues obtained by factorization of a diagram’s vertices,
then the resulting collection of leading singularities:

∂


a

b
=


a

b

,

a

b

,

a

b

,

a
b

,

a
b

,

a
b

(3.23)

which satisfies a residue theorem with precisely the relative signs obtained by evaluating
the merger integrands on the soft-collinear residue of (3.22). The additional contributing
terms on this residue, all of which involve NkMHV boxes with an MHV massless vertex
involving leg a, cancel as a consequence of the residue theorem involving the two-mass
triangle of the opposite chirality, namely,

∂


a

b

=


a

b

,

a

b

,

a

b

,

a
b

,

a
b

,

a
b

(3.24)

Of course, for a given choice of k, not all of the on-shell functions appearing in the general
residue theorems (3.23) and (3.24) will be non-zero. For example, for N(k=1)MHV ampli-
tudes the latter identity (3.24) will involve only two terms. In fact, even the cancellation
in (3.21) can be regarded as another instance of a two-term residue theorem for MHV
amplitude integrands. The remaining non-soft-but-collinear divergent regions can also be
dealt with using almost the exact same argument, as we shall now demonstrate.
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3.3.3 Non-soft-but-collinear log(δ)-divergent regions

The final class of divergences which must cancel to prove the local finiteness of the ra-
tio function are those associated to collinear-but-not-soft singularities in both loops. We
must demonstrate the cancellation of all locally divergent regions in loop momentum space
parametrized as{
`1 = α? xa+(1−α?)xa+1, `2 = β? xa+(1−β?)xa+1 , (̀ 1(α?)|b) = (̀ 2(β?)|c) = 0

}
. (3.25)

Here, α?, β? are the solutions to cutting two additional (non-adjacent) propagators (̀ 1|b)
and (̀ 2|c) in the two loops, respectively. In this case, neither loop can access the soft-
collinear region, and the relevant mergers were given in (2.14). It is once again useful
to organize the cancellations according to whether we ‘collect’ on the MHV loop or the
NkMHV loop.

First, consider the mergers which contribute in the divergent region where both loops
are collinear to leg a, and the MHV loop is fully localized by setting (̀ 2|c) = 0. For each
NkMHV box there are two MHV boxes with support on this residue, and the cancellation
is pairwise,

Res
`1,`2∈coll(a)

(̀ 2|c)=0

A(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin⊃

a

⊗
 +

 = 0. (3.26)

Here, we can see these two residues cancel as functions of the remaining loop degree of
freedom, even prior to localizing e.g. (̀ 1|b) = 0. If, on the other hand, we collect on (a
collinear-but-not-soft pole of) the NkMHV loop, the contributing on-shell functions are:

Res
`1,`2∈coll(a)

(̀ 1|b)=(̀ 2|c)=0

A(k),1
n,fin⊗A(0),1

n,fin⊃
(b a

+

b

a

+
b a

(3.27)

+

b

a

+
b a

+

a

b )
⊗

c

a

= 0

(where we are implicitly summing over all possible factorizations with the requisite pole
structure). Once again, these combine to give a residue theorem generated by (3.24),
cancelling all of these local divergences.

We have therefore exhausted our classification of local divergences in two loop ampli-
tude integrands, showing that each possibly divergent region of loop momentum space is
cancelled between terms appearing in the expression for the ratio function integrand given
in (3.11). Thus, we have proven — for all multiplicity and arbitrary NkMHV degree, that
two-loop ratio functions in planar sYM are locally finite.
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4 Conclusions and future directions

In this paper, we have investigated the infrared behavior of the two-loop ratio function
in planar, maximally supersymmetric (N = 4) Yang-Mills theory (sYM). By introducing
integrand-level tests to locally diagnose two-loop infrared-finiteness, we have identified
the correspondence between particular soft and collinear residues at the integrand-level,
and the maximal degree of divergence which arise upon integration in some regularization
scheme. We have shown that the particular combination of infrared-divergent amplitudes
in the two-loop ratio function is locally finite by explicitly demonstrating the cancellation
of all divergences present in the local integrand representation of [25].

Having demonstrated the finiteness of the ratio function, there is an immediate follow-
up to this work: namely, finding a new representation of ratio functions which makes their
finiteness manifest at the integrand-level. With such, the ratio function would be possible
to compute without regularization — perhaps making the preservation of the simplicities
of the integrand (such as dual conformal invariance) more manifest after integration.

Because local finiteness is a homogeneous constraint on any loop integrand, it is rela-
tively straightforward to construct the space of locally-finite box-power-counting two loop
integrands for any multiplicity (as a subspace of all integrands with box power-counting).
To be clear, the space of all box-power-counting numerators can be constructed according
to [30], irrespective of locality, mergers, or any particular ansatz — namely, by constructing
the full space of degree-(n−3)-fold products of inverse propagators in each loop; finding the
subspace of combinations of these numerators which is locally finite, amounts to a linear
algebra problem which we are optimistic about solving for at least moderate multiplicity.

However, it is by no means guaranteed that a basis for this space of integrands exists
which is compatible with dual-conformality, purity, ease of integration, or even stability in
form with increasing multiplicity. We suspect that a basis of pure, dual-conformal, locally
finite integrands exist for all multiplicity at two loops analogous to the one described at
one-loop in [23]; however, we must leave this search to future work.

Although our proof of local finiteness of the ratio function at two loops relied heavily
on the representation (3.11) derived in [25], and involved checking a number of specific
case, there is reason to suspect that a more powerful, all-loop argument may follow from
a different line of reasoning. Indeed, in [70] it was shown that the divergences (at the
integrand-level) of the logarithm of the amplitude in the Wilson-loop picture were entirely
captured by the contributions from cusps; such an understanding of the local (in loop-
momentum-space) structure responsible for infrared divergences is something that would
be fruitful to explore for a broader class of infrared-(or ultraviolet-)finite quantities.
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